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ZINIS Renate
Lukjanska

From the ZINIS
point, we have one
major evaluation
form
Participant
observations -
during this ( as
also stated in the
application form)
we want to learn
how to operate in
the Life Long
Learning projects.

In Latvian case,
we have a positive
result and
involvement in two
more Life Long
Learning projects
with another
Latvian NGO,
meaning that our ''
learning by doing''
and participant
observation
worked well.

Mostly quantitative
and participants
evaluation forms.

Cross-cultural
partnership
necessity; diversity
and necessity to
observe as a such,
to be more in
processess of
discussion.
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01/12/2013 16:56:
07 Mic Hale, VHS

1. Individual
feedback form
completion e.g. on
TNVs, then non-
selective
compilation,
removing
duplication,
discussion
(argument) and
agreement on a
consensual
version to send to
the host.
2. Communal
retelling of the
story of an event,
especially a
complex one
happening at
several places
simultaneously.
3. Preparing a
slide show to
present it with
impromptu
commentary and
caption
suggestions.
 

1. Provokes lively
discussion on (a)
diverse
perceptions of
what was actually
happening and
what it meant or
revealed (b) what
would be fair,
diplomatic and
constructive to
share with the
host, thus (c)
excellent foreign
language training.
2. Surprises and
provokes thought
on what was really
important, worth
repeating or never
to be tried again.
Confirms the
group's pride in an
achievement.
3. Rediscovers
feelings at the time
and compares
them with other
people's.

Filming flash
responses: "I went
to the Baltic and
..."
Scrapbook of all
meetings

Personal contact
between learners
is the main
purpose and
product of this
partnership.
Feedback must be
shared and edited
to get the most
benefit and give
learners the feeling
that it is valued.
Best to have a
benchmark of
expectations to
measure the
results on: "Why
go to ...?" "Why do
this workshop?"
Even if the hopes
are not fulfilled we
can consider why
not, and what we
learnt instead.
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09/12/2013 09:36:
56 Pathways Ian Ball

1.Written
responses to
situations
 
2. Formal and
informal
observation &
reflection by staff &
members followed
by staff discussion
& members Forum
meetings
 
3. Result analysis -
staff and members
analysing activities
both before, during
and after events

Written quality not
better than
average - i.e. not
particularly or
sufficiently detailed
in reflecting on the
actions described.
lacking awareness
of other actors in
the process &
inclined to be
dismissive of those
who were not fully
understanding the
action in which
they were
involved.
 
Observation
primarily used by
the key
management
people - and much
time given to this
approach both
formally (i.e. on
specific occasions
when 'evaluation'
was the prime
subject matter) but
more particularly
through an
informal continuum
of reflective
comments
between the
individuals
throughout the
whole of the
project period.This
method was
extremely valuable
in helping devise
appropriate
management
styles for both of
pathways'
members & the
project partners. It
led to changes of
action & when a
specific action
occurred that did
not succeed the
ability to quickly
adduct even whilst
the situation was
'alive. For this to
work as well as it
has is due to the
confidence and
trust of the people
involved.
Managers have
observed
"learners' using
this approach to
good effect - but
without realising
that why are using
an important
evaluation
technique!
This informal
observation and
expression to other
of results is used
by each member
to all, regardless of
a person's official
'status'. The Forum
meetings are for all
interested people
and all who attend
do so as
volunteers &
equals capable of
influencing action.
 
'Observation'
above is applied in
a general manner
and relates largely
to specific
individual
performance.
 
3. Result analysis.
This is a more
formalised
process, usually
occurring in Forum
meetings where
Pathways' work
and actions are
considered. Post-
action analysis
reviews any aspect
of an event -
numbers
attending,
response from
attendees,
comments made
by general public,
letters received
(not always
positive!) and
response form as
used occasionally
in e.g. Workshops.
Conclusions of this
process is recored
with the aim of
assisting
improvements and
enhancement of
future work

All three of above
will continue.
 
In addition the
project has specific
requirements (e.g.
EST).
 
Also the
forthcoming
activities could be
an opportunity to
develop the work
of Pathways with
new community
groups. Simple
numerical score
will be appropriate
in some cases - e.
g. 'how many
people contribute
to the Arts
Festival'. That
number set against
a largely
generalised
assessment of
what might be
expected from a
town of 1,500
people. Thus 10
people contributing
may be judged to
be a 'good score'.
However in the
past with some
work Pathways
has achieved over
the course of a
whole project a
figure of well over
5% of the total
population in the
area participating
(equivalent to
gaining 5 thousand
participants in a
city of 100,000
 
The 'mark' of
success thus will
be the extent to
which, after the
activities have
concluded, this
involvement
occurs (or does
not)

1, Some people
find cooperating
with others very
difficult & need to
be provided with
space to develop
their own activities
& sensitive &
unobtrusive
support by others
2. Some do not
have the
confidence to work
in front of other
members
3. Some require
very clear
guidelines and
cannot easily
adjust to 'fluid'
situations where
informality and
improvisation are
required - they
become very upset
if action does not
cohere to pre-
formed plans.
 
Managers have
themselves had to
spend
considerable time
adjusting activities
to ensure that the
less confident
more formal
members of the
group remain 'on
board'. Thus far we
have in 2/3rd
successful.
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